**Introduction:**

This product is a new design wireless Bluetooth controller and support different Android/iOS/PC and etc games.

1. Can be used when connected with the Bluetooth mobile phone and without any drivers.
2. Built-in lithium battery, after charging can be sustainable long-term use, safe and stable.
3. The phone can be placed on the telescopic holder, convenient for playing games.
4. Bluetooth 3.0 wireless transmission can be 6-8 meters wide range of control from the operation.
5. User-friendly software designed to enter the power saving mode with no connection state.
6. Support Android 2.3/iOS 4.3 above systems.
7. Compatible with iPod/iPhone/iPad as well as the vast majority of Android tablet PCs.

**Game Support Description:**

- Note: The compatibility problem exist on the part of the game of Android 4.2 system. It is recommended to use the stable version of the system.
- Support of the vast majority of the simulator as well as racing and tower defense type of game under the Android System (i.e. FC simulator, GBA simulator, arcade emulator, SFC simulator, N64 emulator, Shadowgun, Sonic CD, Cordy, soulcraft, Zenonia4, 9 Innings 2013, the Riptide GP, Angry Birds, Fruit Ninja, the Airbag Frank 3D Plantsvs. Zombies, Guns'n Glory etc.)
- Support of the vast majority of the game with a virtual keyboard under iOS system. (i.e. Gunman Clive, Helium Boy, League of Evil League of Evil 2, Muffin Knight Free Stardash, Temple the Run, etc.)
A. iCade Mode: This mode is only compatible with iOS system to support the vast majority of iOS games, such as Helium Boy, League of Evil 2, Muffin Knight Free, Stardash, Temple Run.

Steps:
1. First press "Y" button continuously, then press the "HOME" button until the Bluetooth LED orange lights flash.
2. Settings → General → Bluetooth → click on the device name (as shown in Figure a2)

Do not need to enter a password. When the LED into a long orange light, that the connection is successful.

B. Mouse Mode: This mode supports all touch and tower defense games, such as Angry Birds, Fruit Ninja, Airbag Frank 3D Plants vs Zombies, Guns & Glory.

Steps:
1. First press the "B" button continuously, then press the "HOME" button until the Bluetooth LED orange lights flash;
2. Settings → Bluetooth → click on the device name (as shown in Figure b2)

Do not need to enter a password. When the LED into a long orange light, that the connection is successful.

C. Keyboard mode: This mode supports the vast majority of simulator games, such as FC simulator, GBA emulator, arcade emulator, SFC simulator, N64 emulator.

Steps:
1. First press the "A" button continuously, then press the "HOME" button until the Bluetooth LED orange lights flash;
2. Settings → Bluetooth → click on the device name (as shown in Figure c2)

Do not need to enter a password. When the LED into a long orange light, that the connection is successful.

D. Joystick mode: This mode supports the vast majority of role play and Racing games, such as Shadowgun, Sonic CD, Cordy Zenonia4, 9 Innings 2013, Soulcraft.

Steps:
1. First press the "X" button continuously, then press the "HOME" button until the Bluetooth LED orange lights flash;
2. Settings → Bluetooth → click on the device name (as shown in Figure c2)

Do not need to enter a password. When the LED into a long orange light, that the connection is successful.

About input method setting: use the controller to play game should set the phone or notebook input method to be default English language input (in the iOS system, after the controller pairing, if start phone virtual keyboard, just need turn off the controller)

Charging controller: Accessing the controller to 5V power supply for charging (PC device or mobile phone power adapter). Process of charging, the charge indicator of the handle is orange and keep long bright, saturated power LED goes.

Switch on/off the controller: Press "HOME" button for about 5 seconds until the Bluetooth LED is off, that shutdown is successful. If the phone is not unpair connection when controller shutdown. Just again Press the "HOME" button for about five seconds, until the LED red light flashes slowly. It means that the handle is turned on (the default the last boot mode), the boot handle will automatically paired with the phone connection. If the connection fails, the handle will automatically shut down.

Connect the PC: controller operating methods consistent with Android and PC system. Turn on the Bluetooth program of the PC device, select "B, a, C, and D in any of a mode" which mentioned above that controller can be used (and does not have a Bluetooth PC devices need to use the Bluetooth receiver).

Note: To change the controller function mode, first turn off the controller and cancel the Bluetooth pairing, then in accordance with the operation mode to replace the code step.

**Attentions:**

1. When the controller can’t operate normally, Please use the papperclip to touch the reset switch on the left corner of the grip back when the grip can not shut down or crash.
2. Please do not put this product in wet or hot place to store.
3. Do not hit, beat, piercing, or attempt to disassemble the product to avoid unnecessary damage to the product.
4. Products built in battery, do not throw companion with garbage.
5. Do not use near fire or other heat source to recharge the battery.